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a feeling   of incompleteness, of  spiritual barbarism, of
moral servitude, of ugliness.   These feelings  proceeded
collectively and individually from a one-sided valuation,
whose inevitable consequences enabled the psychological
dissociation between the more highly and llu? less differen-
tiated functions to become manifest   The Christian dis-
memberment of mankind into a valuable and worthless
portion was  unbearable to that  age, which, compared
with   earlier  times, was   much  more highly sensitized,
Sinfulness had stumbled upon the idea of an everlasting,
natural beauty, a conception which was already possible
for that age ; it reached backwards, therefore, to an older
time when the idea of sinfulness had not yet disrupted
the unity of mankind, when both the higher and lower
in human nature could still  live together in complete
naivet<£ without offending moral or aesthetic susceptibilities*
But the effort towards a regressive renaissance shared
the fate of the Prometheus Fragment and the Pandora;
it was still-born.   The classical solution would no longer
do, for the intervening centuries of Christianity, with their
profound tides of spiritual experience, could not be denied
Hence the penchant for the antique had to content itself
with a gradual attenuation into the medieval form,   This
process becomes manifest in Goethe's F&ust^ where the
problem is  seized   by the   horns*     The divine wager
between good and evil is accepted   Faust, the medieval
Prometheus, enters the lists   with   Mephistojphcles, the
medieval Epimetheus, and makes a pact with him,   And
here the problem is already so well focussed that we
can see that Faust and Mephisto are one and the same
individual.    The Epimethean element which refers all
things to the retrospective angle, and leads them back
into the original chaos of c< fluid shapes of possibilities/*
is sharpened into the form of the devil whose evil power
opposes every living thing with " the cold devil's fist" and

